DATE:

PLANNING COMMISSION MEETING OF OCTOBER 23, 2019

TO:

THE PLANNING COMMISSION

FROM:

STEPHANIE B. DAVIS, AICP SENIOR PLANNER

SUBJECT:

REQUEST FOR A HERTIAGE TREE REMOVAL PERMIT TO ALLOW THE
REMOVAL OF ONE 32” DEODAR CEDAR TREE AT 180 HAWTHORNE
DRIVE (APN 061-162-030)

RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Planning Commission conduct the public hearing and approve the
request for a Heritage Tree Removal Permit for the removal of one 32” Deodar Cedar (Tree #8)
based on the following finding:
1. The removal of the tree would not be contrary to the purpose and intent of the General Plan.
Basis for Finding: In the professional opinion of the Town Arborist, the tree requested for
removal is structurally insecure, stressed and unbalanced due to construction work that was
done outside the approved tree protection plan - both directly to the tree canopy and its root
system. As such, the physical conditions of the tree that have been created due to this unapproved work, results in a probability of tree failure and/or injury to persons or property.
The removal of this comprised heritage tree, in combination with the Town Arborist
recommended replanting plan of 10-24” or 5-36” of any species trees and 2-24” or 1-36”
native Oak plus 3-36” box Valley Oaks, in addition to a penalty fine for un-approved work
associated with an existing Code Enforcement case on the property, would not be contrary
to the purpose and intent of the General Plan due to the enhanced replanting of native tree
species.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The subject site is a 0.9-acre property located at 180 Hawthorne Drive. The request is to remove
Tree #8, a 32-inch Deodar Cedar tree which is located toward the front left of the property,
approximately 15 feet from the recently approved new, main residence.
The Town Arborist stated that an original project arborist report was submitted for the site in May
2016, noting that Tree #8 was in fair condition and had a crown that exhibited normal vigor with a
history of broken limbs. Prior to building permits being issued for the site development, in 2017
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and 2018, six heritage trees were approved for removal by the Town Arborist as these trees were
determined to be dead and/or dangerous. During this time frame Tree #8, a 32-inch Deodar Cedar
tree was also requested for removal and denied by the Town Arborist as the tree neither dead nor
dangerous. Tree #8 was required to maintain a 6x Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) by the Town
Arborist, with protection measures specified as part of a required Tree Protection Plan.
In February 2019, building permits were issued for the property to allow for the construction of a
new single-family residence with basement, detached 3-car carport, and detached Accessory
Dwelling Unit (ADU) building. Part of the approved building permits included a detailed Tree
Protection Plan which provided specifications on what work, and how such work, was to be
conducted, at or near heritage trees noted to remain on-site. This included such protection measures
as hand and air digging, project arborist notification and recommendations should any roots be
encountered, fencing, signage and prohibitions of activities to be conducted and/or materials to be
stored, within required Tree Protection Zones (TPZs).
Post receipt of building permits and once construction began, tree roots of Tree #8 were severed by
an excavator – not by hand digging and without consultation of the project arborist as required by
the approved Tree Protection Plan. Further, part of the tree canopy/branches were removed to
accommodate the second story of the residence. Post such work being done, the Town Arborist
was notified by the Town’s building inspector during a routine inspection for the other site
improvements, that additional roots of Tree #8 were being cut, outside of the methods as part of the
approved Tree Protection Plan. A Code Enforcement Case on the issue was created in July 2019.
After such, the project arborist was required to submit an updated report and concluded in his
professional recommendation that the cumulation of work conducted to the tree (root loss/damage
and excessive pruning), in its current state would be a liability in the long term and would affect the
trees health, safety and stability. In response to the Code Enforcement issues noted, a calculated
fine was assessed of $3,200 for the roots that were cut/damaged and specific mitigation was
directed. The Code Enforcement case is still open and pending, pending the conclusion of tonight’s
meeting.
ANALYSIS
The applicant is requesting a Heritage Tree Removal Permit to allow the removal of Tree #8, a 32inch Deodar Cedar tree.
The applicants state that large portions of the trees canopy will interfere with construction of the
second story of the main residence. Their primary premise for removal is due to serious concern
over the health and safety of the tree and their position that the tree should never have been allowed
to remain as part of the sites permitted development permit. The applicants state initial full
evaluation of Tree #8 was not possible at the time of original arborist assessment, as an existing
large heritage oak tree (that since died and has been removed) prohibited full line of sight for Tree
#8’s canopy. There is concern on the long-term health of the tree and fire emergency access inside
and around the property. The applicant’s further state that the other existing on-site heritage trees to
remain will benefit from removal of non-native Tree #8. As mitigation for removal of Tree #8, the
applicants are proposing a replanting plan of 4, 24-inch box size Valley Oaks (Attachment 3,
“Applicant’s Letter of Request”).
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A project arborist report was subsequently prepared by a different arborist on July 14, 2019. The
report notes that Tree #8’s roots were severed by an excavator and that the main residence
foundation is located within the tree’s dripline. It notes the tree crown exhibits normal vigor and
poor formation with signs of several limb failures in the past. Project arborist report further states
that future construction of the second story of the main residence, would require 10-12 feet of
branch/limb cut back would be an added stress to the tree on top of the root damage incurred. The
project arborist has stated post preparation of this formal arborist report, that the tree has lost several
roots and limbs due to its close proximity to the construction, creating a disfigured, less stable
species that may be prone to attack by pests and/or disease due to health. The current project
arborist opines that the proximity of Tree #8 to the main residence would cause conflict and any
future conflict resolution, such as canopy and/or root pruning, would damage the tree further.
(Attachment 4, “Project Arborist Submittals”).
The Town Arborist, Sally Bentz-Dalton, has reviewed all of the submittal materials, visited the site
on several occasions, and prepared an evaluation memorandum (Attachment 2). Ms. Bentz-Dalton
notes her prior involvement with the project and Tree #8, noting her denial of removal of Tree #8 on
several occasions, requirements in the approved Tree Protection Plan, including but not limited to
such things as hand or air digging for any grading or excavation work and project arborist
supervision of roof cutting at the time original building permits were issued. She states this was also
reiterated verbally to the project architect post building permit approval. A second arborist report,
prepared by a different arborist then the first report, with a recommendation that under the tree’s
dripline - that hand digging should occur. To date, the Town Arborist finds that the tree is
structurally insecure, stressed, and unbalanced.
As such Ms. Bentz-Dalton opines that at this point in time, given the existing physical condition of
the tree as a result of the work that was done in violation of the approved tree protection plan, the
tree has probability of failure and subsequent probability of injury to person or property and thus is
recommending approval of this request. This recommendation includes recommended conditions of
approval including a revised, more robust replanting plan and fine issuance associated with the
existing, active Code Enforcement Case. Specifically that, 10-24” or 5-36” trees of any species and
2-24” or 1-36” native Oak plus 3-36” box Valley Oaks are planted back on site with some of the
Oaks planted near the front of the property so that they are visible to the street, the calculated Code
Enforcement fee be paid. Further, an additional condition has been added that any other citations
and/or remedies in accordance with Atherton Municipal Code Section 8.10.060 “Violation
Penalties and Remedies” associated with the Code Enforcement Case
These recommended conditions of approval have been integrated into the draft Heritage Tree
Removal Permit (Attachment 1).
CONCLUSION
To grant a Heritage Tree Removal Permit, the Planning Commission must find that the removal of
this tree would not be contrary to the purpose and intent of the Atherton General Plan. Although the
deteriorated condition of the tree is a result of work conducted in violation of project approvals in
the opinion of the Town Arborist, staff is able to recommend approval based on the created
condition of the tree’s probability of failure and/or personal injury or property damage. The Town
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Arborist’s recommended replanting is consistent with the Town’s objective of remaining rural and
thickly wooded as is stated in the General Plan.
ALTERNATIVES
The Commission could deny or modify the Heritage Tree Removal request.
FISCAL IMPACT
All costs covering the processing of this application are paid for by the applicants.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
The heritage tree removal has also been determined to be exempt from the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) as the City Council has determined that the removal of two or
fewer heritage trees on lots less than one acre are exempt from further environmental review
FORMAL MOTION
I move that the Planning Commission find that the proposed removal of one 32” Deodar Cedar at
98 Hawthorne Avenue would not be contrary to the purpose and intent of the General Plan, for the
reasons outlined in the Staff Report, and that the Commission approve the tree removal subject to
the conditions listed in the draft Heritage Tree Removal Certificate.
Attachments:
1. Draft Heritage Tree Removal Permit
2. Town Arborist Memo, dated September 10, 2019
3. Applicant Letter of Request, email dated August 27, 2019
4. Project Arborist Submittals
• Arborist Report prepared by City Arborist, dated July 14, 2019
• Arborist Opinion Email and Photos, dated August 6, 2019
• Arborist Opinion Email, dated August 27, 2019
5. Proposed Plans, dated October 15, 2019

Town of Atherton
Planning Department
150 Watkins Avenue
Atherton, California 94027
Phone: (650) 752-0544
Fax: (650) 614-1224
________________________________________________________________________________________________________

TOWN OF ATHERTON
PLANNING COMMISSION
DRAFT HERITAGE TREE REMOVAL PERMIT
THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT the Atherton Planning Commission at a regular meeting
thereof, held on Wednesday, October 23, 2019 did grant a Heritage Tree Removal Permit to Geno
Murdock, on behalf of property owner Varish Goyal, pursuant to Atherton Municipal Code Section
8.10 to allow the removal of one heritage tree; Tree #8, an 32” Deodar Cedar at 180 Hawthorne
Drive in Atherton (Assessor’s Parcel Number 061-162-030). The Permit was approved subject to
the following conditions:
1. Heritage tree removal shall be limited to Tree #8, a 32” Deodar Cedar as shown on the plans
prepared by Late Afternoon Garden Design, date stamped August 27, 2019 and as reviewed
by the Planning Commission at its October 23, 2019 meeting. Any substantive changes to
the plans shall be reviewed by the Planning Commission.
2. Prior to removal of the tree, the applicant shall submit a revised replanting plan, including
size and species denoting 10-24” or 5-36” trees of any species and 2-24” or 1-36” native
Oak plus 3-36” box Valley Oaks with some of the Oaks planted near the front of the property
so that they are visible to the street, to the satisfaction of the Town Arborist.
3. Prior to removal of the tree, the applicant shall remit the established Code Enforcement
penalty fee and/or any other determined remedies and/or citations in accordance with
Atherton Municipal Code 8.10.060 associated with the Code Enforcement Case to the
satisfaction of the Town Arborist, Town Code Enforcement Office and City Attorney’s
Office.
4. Within 60 days of removal, the applicant shall implement the approved, revised replanting
plan as noted in Condition #2 above, to the satisfaction, and inspection of, the Town
Arborist.
5. This Permit is valid from one year from the effective date.

Lisa Costa Sanders
Town Planner
Effective Date: ___________
Atherton, CA

Memo
To:

The Atherton Planning Commission

From:

Sally D. Bentz-Dalton, Town Arborist

CC:

Stephanie B Davis, Senior Planner

Date:

9/10/19

_________________________________________
_________________________________________
______________________________

Heritage Tree Removal, 180 Hawthorne Ave

The applicant wishes to remove one heritage tree at 180 Hawthorne Avenue. I have reviewed
the heritage tree and offer the following observations for your review:
Background
The applicant in 2017 and 2018 applied and were approved for the below trees:
TR17-00055 – Remove 5 trees (Cedar, Spruce, & 3- Monterey Pine) – replace with 10-24” or
5-36” box trees
TR18-00122 – Remove 1 dead Oak – replace with 2-24” or 1-36” native Oak
The applicant is requesting to remove 1 Heritage tree:
#8 – Deodar Cedar - 32” dbh
I have denied the removal of tree #8 on several occasions.
An arborist report/inventory was submitted on May 9th, 2016 by McClenahan Consulting,
LLC. It is stated that tree #8 is fair and that the crown exhibits normal vigor and has a
history of broken limbs. The TPZ (tree protection zone) is 17 feet. Grading and
excavation are not recommended within the TPZ. Any grading or excavation within TPZ
must be accomplished by hand or air digging. Project arborist must supervise root cutting
and if done without supervision then if any roots are damaged then private arborist should
come out within 24 hours. Grading is recommended no closer than 6x. Hand digging is
mandatory closer than 6x.
On Wednesday June 27th, 2017 I clearly stated to the architect that a certified arborist must be
present when working in the TPZ zones of trees and that an arborist to be contacted when
roots over 2” are encountered.
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May 1st, 2018 an arborist report was submitted by Kielty Arborist Services, LLC. It was
given a condition of 60 with fair vigor, fair form, and a history of broken limbs. I want to
note that many trees on the inventory were given a rating of 60 or below and were not
applied for removal. It is stated that under the dripline of the tree hand digging should
take place.
After the work near tree #8 was done because the contractor stated they had a hard time
reaching their private arborist. Henry Ardalan inspected and submitted an arborist report.
The report on July 14th, 2019 stated that tree roots were severed by an excavator at 13.5
feet from trunk and the foundation is within the dripline. Also, that 8 lateral roots were
severed. He found that there were 3- 1” diameter, 3 – 2” diameter, 2-4” diameter roots
severed. He also found that there were overextending lateral branches over the
construction site and that need to be removed for the 2nd floor. The ditching machine was
used in dripline and should have been used outside the dripline and hand trim roots so
that a clean cut can be made in accordance with the approved tree protection plan.
A revision was submitted , dated February 19th, 2019, and I approved the plan at 6x away
from tree #8. I worked with the architect because of restraints with other trees on site and that
the existing house was in the same location. In most cases the TPZ is 8-10x away with shoring
if there is a basement. As for the canopy being in the building envelope it is the architect’s
responsibility. I plan check in the office and I don’t go to the site to confirm tree limbs would
go into a future building.
During a routine inspection, the Town inspector noticed the roots being cut and called me out
which is when I required a report from their project arborist. The current arborist Henry
Ardalan feels like the tree, in its current state, would be a liability long term being so close to
the proposed construction. Also, recent root loss/damage and drastic clearance pruning to
make room for the building would affect heath, structure and stability.
A fine was assessed. The damage was calculated at $3200 for the 4” roots that were cut
with the following requirements below. The fine is on hold and has not been paid.
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

No further roots to be injured
Any roots over 2” private arborist to be called out
When approve hand trim roots with clean cuts
Clean cut all damaged roots
Trenches backfilled after 24” if not add burlap and keep wet at all times
Irrigate tree 12’ from trunk 2x a month until November (start immediately)

Analysis
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The applicant has stated that they will replace this 1 Cedar, tree #8 with 4- 24” Quercus lobate
(Valley Oaks). At the discretion of the planning commission, for each heritage tree permitted
to be removed the permittee may be required to plant three trees of fifteen-gallon container
size, or two trees of twenty-four-inch box container size, or one tree of fifteen-gallon container
size and one tree of thirty-six-inch container size. What they have proposed goes beyond what
is required.
This is really an unfortunate situation. Once the recommendations as currently proposed under
the new Heritage Tree Ordinance, these types of conflicts should not take place as the
discretion will not be with the Town and will be codified and no longer on a case by case and
tree by tree basis.
The structure, basement, osha cut etc. will be required to be 8-10x away from any heritage
tree. Because on multiple occasions it was stated and required to contact the private arborist
prior to cutting roots and working in the dripline and this wasn’t done and the fine for the root
damage should be issued however because the tree is structurally unsecure and the tree will be
stressed and drop more limbs as well as is unbalanced due to pruning for the new structure, I
would recommend removal only if the fine is issued and 10-24” or 5-36” any species trees and
2-24” or 1-36” native Oak plus the 3-36” box Valley Oaks are planted back on site and some
of the Oaks are planted in front so that they are visible to the street.
In conclusion I recommend approval of the tree if fine plus the replanting due to the
tree’s current physical condition and professional opinion that as a result of the work that
was done to the tree in violation of the approved tree protection plan, the tree has
probability of failure and subsequent probability of injury to person or property per
Section 8.10.040 B (1).
The information included in this memo is believed to be true and based on sound
arboricultural principles and practices.
Sincerely,
Sally D. Bentz
Town Arborist
Certified Arborist
WE#9238AM
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Stephanie Bertollo-Davis
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Geno Murdock <geno@sunzericonstruction.com>
Tuesday, August 27, 2019 3:44 PM
Stephanie Bertollo-Davis
Fwd: 180 Hawthorne Ave.- Re: Appeal to Planning Commission in Atherton - third draft
of verbiage

Hey Stephanie,
Here is an email from the Certified Arborist agreeing with the statements.
Thanks,
---------- Forwarded message --------From: Henry Ardalan <arborist@cityarborist.com>
Date: Tue, Aug 27, 2019, 2:16 PM
Subject: Re: 180 Hawthorne Ave.- Re: Appeal to Planning Commission in Atherton - third draft of verbiage
To: <mail@lateafternoon.com>
Cc: Varish Goyal <Varish@loopneighborhood.com>, Geno Murdock <geno@sunzericonstruction.com>

Hello Nick,
I agree that the subject tree would be a liability in a long term. Being so close to the proposed construction would create
constant conflict with building and any conflict resolutions (canopy and root pruning ) in future would damage tree
further. Also, recent root loss/damage and drastic clearance pruning to make room for building construction would
effect its health, structure and stability.
Best,
Henry Ardalan
Arborist
650-222-1771 cell

On Aug 27, 2019, at 11:53 AM, mail@lateafternoon.com wrote:
THIRD DRAFT text for tree #8 removal application to planning commission. Please review, edit, and
approve:

Thank you to the Planning Commissioners for taking the time to hear our request. We hope that you
will agree with our concerns and grant us a removal permit.
The subject heritage tree is number eight in the arborist’s report and map from May, 2018. It is a nonnative Deodar Cedar, Cedrus deodara. It measures 32.2” diameter at breast height. The estimated
height of the tree is 75 feet with a total crown spread of 45 feet. Large portions of the canopy extend
into, and will interfere with, the main residence’s construction.
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We are requesting to be permitted to remove this tree. We have serious and continued concerns for
the health and safety of this tree. It is our position that this tree should likely not have been allowed to
remain as part of the approved site development permit.
When the initial field assessment was made by our then consulting arborist, there was no clear line of
sight to the entire tree canopy. After a nearby Live Oak died and was removed, with permission, it
became clear that this tree was in fact in poor structural condition. It had clearly been topped some
years ago and shows evidence of large limbs breaking and dropping. We are concerned that given the
brittle nature of this species that it will continue to shed more large limbs as it has in the past and has
“the probability of personal injury or significant property damage as a function of proximity to existing
structures and objects of value and interference with utility services”. The certified arborist’s report
from April, 2019 is attached for reference.
During the development permit process efforts were made in conjunction with the Town Arborist to
minimize the impact of the needed paving installation near the tree. A permeable paving solution was
suggested and approved. But we have some doubts that this will be enough to maintain the long-term
health of this tree. There is also some continued concern being voiced from our project team for fire
and emergency access inside the property. With the removal of the subject tree we can better access
the side and rear doors of the residence.
There is also the matter of the root damage to the subject tree during recent foundation work for the
new residence. Given the damage sustained there is now additional concern for the safety and stability
of the tree’s root system. To be clear, the excavation work was done outside of the town arborist’s
approved Tree Protection Zone. Please see attached approved document. The subsequent certified
arborist’s mitigation report requested by and submitted to the town was incorrect in stating that the
TPZ was 17’ from the trunk of the tree. The approved TPZ was granted at 10’8” by the town arborist.
There are numerous heritage trees in proximity to the subject tree. They are illustrated on the T2.0 plan
view sheet. These trees will positively benefit from the subject tree’s removal. The opening will creating
better growing conditions for these trees, with more light and air, and less root competition.
We are obviously happy to replace the subject tree with a more appropriate native species that will
remain clear of all current and potential future development. We are proposing to replace the subject
tree with four (4), twenty-four inch box Valley Oaks, Quercus lobata. This long-lived Oak, along with the
Coast Live Oak, was the dominant forest tree before the town of Atherton was developed. It, unlike the
non-native Deodar Cedar, supports countless species of insects and birds. It also gives a true feel of
what makes this area so unique and beautiful. As sheet T2.0 illustrates, these replacements will be
located in the front of the property with a single tree along the rear fence line.
A street-view elevation plan of existing site conditions and proposed conditions has been provided to
give some context to our request. Trees from the approved landscape screening plan along with our
suggested replacements are shown at a five year progression. We think you will find the impact of
removing tree #8 can be mitigated with the replacement of the more appropriate Valley Oaks.
Thank you for your consideration. We appreciate your diligence in keeping Atherton an Arbor Day
Foundation "Tree City USA”.
Kind regards, Goyal family + project team
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